General equations describing the evolution of a nuclear spin-system with dipole-dipole interactions caused by NMR saturation are obtained using Zubarev's nonequilibrium statistical operator method for sufficiently small energy flows. Different approximations of these equations are given. The dynamics of the spin system are considered not only in the high and low spin temperature limits but also in the intermediate spin temperature range. §1. Introduction
§1. Introduction
The dipolar coupled spin-system (SS) is a very attractive object for theoretical investigation due to the clarity of the character of spin-spin interactions. Exact knowledge of the dipole-dipole forces together with the existing experimental data enables us to see all the faults and advantages of the applied theoretical approaches which might be used for studying related problems.
The fundamental and most famous paper devoted to this subject is that of Provotorov.
1 ) There, the saturation of SS is examined using the two-temperature formalism in the high spin temperature limit (p «1, p is the polarization of SS) and the linear response approximation. In that work, SS was considered to consist of two subsystems -Zeeman and dipole-dipole energy reservoirs having different inverse spin temperatures. Thermal contact between these reservoirs is provided by a weak high frequency saturating magnetic field, which causes equalization of the inverse spin temperatures of subsystems in a rotating (with an oscillating magnetic field frequency) frame, i.e., the thermodynamic equilibrium in SS. Later 3) Provotorov's equations were obtained using Zubarev's nonequilibrium statistical operator method 4) in the same high temperature limit. According to this method, the Zeeman and dipole-dipole energies were considered as quasi-integrals of motion with corresponding slowly varying macroscopic parameters {3z and {3d, which coincide with the inverse spin temperatures of the subsystems.
In the low spin temperature case (1 -p « 1) {3z and {3d cannot be generally considered as inverse spin temperatures of subsystems, because the Zeeman and dipole-dipole energies depend on both of them. Therefore in this case SS can be characterized by the inverse spin temperature {3 and chemical potential J..l conjugate to the quasi-integrals of motion -the full energy and full spin of SS. 5) Thus the quasi-equilibrium density matrix can be given by the following form: 5 ), 6) Here Hz and Hd are the Zeeman Hamiltonian and the secular part of Hamiltonian of the dipole-dipole interaction, respectively, and Iz is an operator of the full spin of SS. In view of the linear relations between the quasi-integrals, the quasi-equilibrium density matrix can be rewritten as where, the slowly varying parameters (3z, (3d and (3, f.-l are related to each other via simple transformations. For simplicity in calculations we will use this choice of the quasi-integrals 7) to generalize Provotorov's equations for the low spin temperature case, though the parameters (3z and (3d cannot be considered as spin temperatures.
It should be mentioned that in solid paramagnets, only the temperature range (3dWd « 1 (Wd is a characteristic frequency of the dipole-dipole interaction) was studied (however, the polarization of SS could be close to unity). All the above discussion can be extended for the description of a nuclear spinsystem (NSS) with dipole-dipole interaction in diamagnets. 2 ) In addition, due to the regularity of the nuclear spin-structure it is possible to apply the spin-wave approximation 8) and consider also the ultralow spin-temperature range (3dwd » 1. In this approach NSS can be presented as a Bose-gas of magnons (spin excitations), considering the NSS saturation by a weak radio-frequency (RF) magnetic field as a variation of magnons' number. 9 ) However the evolution of the SS in the spin temperature range (3z,dWd rv 1 (where the phase transition into the magnetically ordered state takes place and the spin-wave approximation breaks down) had not been clarified until now, and we apply the restricted trace approximation method,2),1O) for this purpose.
In the present work, using Zubarev's nonequilibrium statistical operator method, the general equations describing SS evolution are obtained in a whole spin temperature range for any shift from the static state. Thereby the high and low spin temperature limits as well as the intermediate spin temperature range are analyzed using the high temperature, spin-wave and restricted trace approximation methods, respectively.
The general equations will be obtained in the case of NSS saturation, because this allows the opportunity to compare these equations with the well-known results in both (3dWd « 1,1),5),7) and (3dWd » 1 9) spin-temperature ranges. Moreover, the NSS in diamagnets on its own is a very interesting object because of the recent announcement of possible bose condensation 1l) and the possibility of magnetic ordering caused by NMR saturation 12) in a rotating frame. It should be mentioned that in connection with the development of dynamical polarization and adiabatic demagnetization methods 13) spin temperatures having the order of the nuclear dipole-dipole interaction scale 10-6 -10-7 K can be easily achieved.
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quasi-equilibrium density matrix can be given by the following form: 5 ), 6) Here Hz and Hd are the Zeeman Hamiltonian and the secular part of Hamiltonian of the dipole-dipole interaction, respectively, and Iz is an operator of the full spin of SS. In view of the linear relations between the quasi-integrals, the quasi-equilibrium density matrix can be rewritten as where, the slowly varying parameters (3z, (3d and (3, f.-l are related to each other via simple transformations. For simplicity in calculations we will use this choice of the quasi-integrals 7) to generalize Provotorov's equations for the low spin temperature case, though the parameters (3z and (3d cannot be considered as spin temperatures.
The general equations will be obtained in the case of NSS saturation, because this allows the opportunity to compare these equations with the well-known results in both (3dWd « 1,1),5),7) and (3dWd » 1 9) spin-temperature ranges. Moreover, the NSS in diamagnets on its own is a very interesting object because of the recent announcement of possible bose condensation 1l) and the possibility of magnetic ordering caused by NMR saturation 12) in a rotating frame. It should be mentioned that in connection with the development of dynamical polarization and adiabatic demagnetization methods 13) spin temperatures having the order of the nuclear dipole-dipole interaction scale 10-6 -10-7 K can be easily achieved. where Wo = 'YHo en = kB = 1), "I is the gyromagnetic ratio for nuclei, 1td is a secular part of the Hamiltonian of dipole-dipole interactions
N is the number of spins in the lattice, L is the operator for the spin located in the lattice site i, fij = fi -'0 (fi and '0 are the radius-vectors of spins situated in sites i and j respectively), and ()ij is the angle between fi j and z.
When a weak RF magnetic field directed normally to the z axis is switched on, the Hamiltonian of the NSS becomes time independent in the rotating (with the RF field frequency w) frame and has the form: (2) where .1 = Wo -W, WI is the amplitude of RF field in frequency units. Due to the smallness of WI, one can consider rtz and rtd as the quasi-integrals of the motion, and therefore the quasi-equilibrium density matrix (in a rotating frame) may be written as 5)
though we cannot use it for the description of the time evolution of NSS because P q does not satisfy the Liouville equation
For this reason, Zubarev introduced the nonequilibrium density matrix, which in the case considered can be written in the form 4)
where the Zeeman energy flow K is equal to where Wo = 'YHo en = kB = 1), "I is the gyromagnetic ratio for nuclei, 1td is a secular part of the Hamiltonian of dipole-dipole interactions
When a weak RF magnetic field directed normally to the z axis is switched on, the Hamiltonian of the NSS becomes time independent in the rotating (with the RF field frequency w) frame and has the form:
where .1 = Wo -W, WI is the amplitude of RF field in frequency units. Due to the smallness of WI, one can consider rtz and rtd as the quasi-integrals of the motion, and therefore the quasi-equilibrium density matrix (in a rotating frame) may be written as 5)
where the Zeeman energy flow K is equal to and in the final results we will take c ~ O. In expression (5) )). Also, we do not take into account spin-lattice relaxation effects (it is assumed that the relaxation proceeds much slower than the NMR saturation 15»).
From (5) and (6) using the operator equality 16) and taking into account the relation K '" LlW1 « w~, we obtain the following equation
for the Zeeman energy evolution in the major approximation over K: 14)
where (8) ( ... ) denotes the quantum-statistical averaging with nonequilibrium density matrix (5), and (-. ')q is the quantum-statistical average with quasi-equilibrium density matrix P q (3). 14) Hence (9) i.e., we neglect the variation of the full energy in comparison with the energy exchange between the Zeeman and dipole-dipole subsystems. 14) From (6) and (8), in view of the relations (10) it is easy to show that
Substituting (11) and (6) into (7), we obtain the equation of NSS evolution, which coincides with the general equation obtained in Ref. 5 ), but because of their complexity they are not suitable for practical applications. Therefore additional transformations of expression (K(t, >.) . K)q are required.
Using definitions (6) and (8) )). Also, we do not take into account spin-lattice relaxation effects (it is assumed that the relaxation proceeds much slower than the NMR saturation 15»).
From (5) and (6) using the operator equality 16) and taking into account the relation K '" LlW1 « w~, we obtain the following equation for the Zeeman energy evolution in the major approximation over K: 14) ( 7) where (8) ( ... ) denotes the quantum-statistical averaging with nonequilibrium density matrix (5), and (-. ')q is the quantum-statistical average with quasi-equilibrium density matrix P q (3). 14) Hence (9) i.e., we neglect the variation of the full energy in comparison with the energy exchange between the Zeeman and dipole-dipole subsystems. 14) From (6) and (8), in view of the relations (10) it is easy to show that
Using definitions (6) and (8), it can be shown that (see Appendix A) I; d>. (K(t, >.) . K)q is an even function of t, and therefore expression (7) can be written in the form where t' == t -i)...;3d, (13) (14) Thus from expressions (12) and (14) we obtain d ;3 -;3d 11 e.:l(>'-I)(i3z-i3d) + e.:l>'Ci3z-i3d) ]+00
where -OO-i>'i3d dt'e-clt'l. G(t') = -00 dtecltl . G(t) (17) holds (t is a real variable). In view of the equalities (16) and (17), integrating the right part of equation (15) 
G(t') is the analytical continuation of G(t) = (I-(t) . I+)q + (I+(t)
.
over)... we obtain the general equation of NSS dynamics for any values of NSS polarization (the weakness of the RF magnetic field is required):
:
Here the line shape g(L1) is expressed by the relation ] +00 These equations are not closed because we have not yet specified expressions for (Hz)q, (Hd)q and g(L1). This will be done below in different approximations.
-00 dt{(I-(t).r)q+(I+(t).r)q} g(L1)
=
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where t' == t -i)...;3d,
Thus from expressions (12) and (14) 
G(t') is the analytical continuation of G(t) = (I-(t) . I+)q + (I+(t) . I-)q
G(t') = -OO-i>'i3d dt'e-cIt' I • G(t').
WI == t' and WI == -t'
over)... we obtain the general equation of NSS dynamics for any values of NSS polarization (the weakness of the RF magnetic field is required):
Here the line shape g(L1) is expressed by the relation ] +00 ({3z -{3d) we immediately obtain Provotorov's equations,1),2)
-00 dt{(I-(t).r)q+(I+(t).r)q} g(L1)
The last equalities were obtained by expanding P q in series of {3z and {3d and keeping only the major expansion terms. Therefore this approach is restricted to only consideration of the case Ll{3z « 1, wd{3d « 1.
3.B. The low temperature limit (1 - 
In the spin-wave approximation 2),9) we can replace the spin operators 1: by the bose operators 17) and after the Fourier transformations
we obtain the following expression for the number of magnons with wave-vector k: (20) If a sample with cubic symmetry has a spherical form, then Ao = 0. 2 ) For simplicity only this case is considered in the present article. Thus and
Then from (18) we obtain (n == l:k nk)
L. Buishvili, T. Buishvili and R. Khomeriki §3. Approximations
3.A. The high temperature limit (p « 1)
Expanding the right-hand side of the first equation in (18) in a series of Ll({3z -{3d) we immediately obtain Provotorov's equations,1),2)
Then from (18) we obtain (n == l:k nk) After the simple transformations f3d -+ f3, f3z -+ f3 , which follow from the definitions of the quasi-integrals conjugate to the parameters f3d, f3z and f3, /-t, the same equations as in article 9) can be obtained. In addition, from expression (19) the line shape g(.:1) can be easily calculated in the spin-wave approach. It has the Lorentz form: 9) g(,1) =1 !:
Here we have set (at (t) . aD) q = (at aD) q . eiLlt-ltl/TO, where the inverse lifetime T01 ~ wd(l -p).
This approach allows us to consider temperature ranges where a small number of magnons are excited (1 -p « 1), and therefore we must use the other method to describe the behavior of the SS near the phase transition point (where the spin-wave approximation is not valid). In particular, we apply the restricted trace approximation method.
3.C. Restricted trace approximation
This approach 2 ),10),18) was especially elaborated to describe stationary states of the system near the phase transition. The method allows the opportunity to investigate quasi-equilibrium dynamics of the SS in the whole range of spin temperatures of f3z and f3d (except the region f3dwd » 1, where one can use the method presented in the previous subsection), even for f3dWd '" 1, where phase transition into the magnetically ordered state occurs.
In the method of the restricted trace approximation, the average values can be represented as series in f3d. It is easy to obtain (in this article we do not consider antiferromagnetically ordered NSS) expressions for the Zeeman and dipole-dipole energies, as done in Ref . 2): s(P,f3z,f3d) ,
we obtain the relations
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After the simple transformations f3d -+ f3, f3z -+ f3 , which follow from the definitions of the quasi-integrals conjugate to the parameters f3d, f3z and f3, /-t, the same equations as in article 9) can be obtained. In addition, from expression (19) the line shape g(.:1) can be easily calculated in the spin-wave approach. It has the Lorentz form: 9) g(,1) =1 !:
3.C. Restricted trace approximation
In the method of the restricted trace approximation, the average values can be represented as series in f3d. It is easy to obtain (in this article we do not consider antiferromagnetically ordered NSS) expressions for the Zeeman and dipole-dipole energies, as done in Ref . 2): 
we obtain the relations Thus from (23) the following expression can be obtained: 
So from (25), in view of (23) "-' (25) we obtain
J Finally we must calculate the line shape g(.1) in the restricted trace approach. In the case that the polarization of the NSS is not close to unity, we can use the Gaussian approximation, 2) where M2 is the second moment 2) and in the restricted trace approximation it has the form Here 20) 
In the case that the polarization of the NSS is close to unity, we may use g (Ll) in the form expressed by (22).
Finally, from (18) we obtain in the restricted trace approximation
These equations together with (23) and (26) form a closed system of equations for the variables p, /3z and /3d' It should be noted that this approach is valid for investigation of a SS close to the phase transition into the magnetically ordered state (/3dWd "-' 1) for any values of polarization.
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Thus from (23) the following expression can be obtained: 
These equations together with (23) and (26) form a closed system of equations for the variables p, /3z and /3d' It should be noted that this approach is valid for investigation of a SS close to the phase transition into the magnetically ordered state (/3dWd "-' 1) for any values of polarization. §4.
Conclusions
The general equations obtained can be used not only for the description of NMR saturation phenomena for any spin temperature range, but also for application in different quasi-equilibrium systems with two or more thermodynamical parameters, e.g., spin-lattice relaxation, spectral diffusion, etc. Moreover, the two temperature version of the restricted trace approximation method described here can be applied for investigation of quasi-equilibrium evolution of irregular spin objects (SS saturation in paramagnets, relaxation processes, etc.) when the high temperature approximation becomes inapplicable. In addition, approach used here allows the opportunity to consider large temperature gradients (e.g., in the case of relaxation -the gradient between the SS and lattice temperatures). This was not possible before in the low spin temperature limit. §4.
The general equations obtained can be used not only for the description of NMR saturation phenomena for any spin temperature range, but also for application in different quasi-equilibrium systems with two or more thermodynamical parameters, e.g., spin-lattice relaxation, spectral diffusion, etc. Moreover, the two temperature version of the restricted trace approximation method described here can be applied for investigation of quasi-equilibrium evolution of irregular spin objects (SS saturation in paramagnets, relaxation processes, etc.) when the high temperature approximation becomes inapplicable. In addition, approach used here allows the opportunity to consider large temperature gradients (e.g., in the case of relaxation -the gradient between the SS and lattice temperatures). This was not possible before in the low spin temperature limit. In full analogy with (31), we also obtain Comparing (32) with (31) we immediately obtain equality (30). 
